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Journey to the West End 

After a lovely meal it was time to go to journey back 
to Convent Garden to the Lyceum Theatre. There 
they watched the Lion King which was a thoroughly 
brilliant piece of entertainment they all loved.  

On Wednesday 28th September Fox, Dutoit and 
Lanthaler class went on a fantastic trip to the West 
End of London for a fun filled adventure.  
 
Their first stop was the London Transport museum 
in Convent Garden where they got to learn about 
the history of the great cities various infrastructure 
networks. The students were all very interested in 
the exhibits and learned a great deal about Lon-
don’s transport system.  
 
After that it was time lunch at McDonald’s in Shafts-
bury Avenue where they enjoyed a nice break and 
some food.  

Everyone travelled via train and underground with a 
sensible attitude and good common sense.  
 
Big thanks to all staff who helped arrange the trip 
and support the students out in the community. 
Thank you so much Val, Julie, Lee, Adam, Karen, 
Jason and Teresa.  



Recently Lanthaler have been looking into the work 
of British Artist Andy Goldsworthy. With a focus on 
the environment the students have been taking ad-
vantage of the Autumn season to gather natural ma-
terials such as leaves, twigs, bark and flowers. They 
have then been using these materials to emulate 

Worthy of its Weight in 
Gold 

the style of Goldsworthy himself. The results have 
been spectacular.  
 
The students have put their own twist on the styles 
set by the artist, and have learned a great deal 
about integrating art with nature.   

Victor class have been studying the map of the 
world. As part of their topic “Where in the World 
is Barnaby Bear” they have been looking at 
identifying our country, the UK, as distinct from 
others. 
 
They have also been learning about the differ-
ent spaces that are marked on the world map. 

This has included mountainous regions and the 
wide expanses of the ocean. Additionally they 
have also talked about the different countries 
e.g. what kind of animals come from those 
places and what the weather is like. 

Around the World with 
Victor 



The Dutoit  
Bestiary 

Dutoit class have been exploring the wonders of 
PhotoShop. The world renowned media editing soft-
ware has enabled students to release the beast 
within.  

Using photographs of themselves and an animal of 
their choosing they have turned themselves into hu-
man animal hybrids.  

Although this is a far cry from anything by Dr Mo-
reau, the work is a testament to their creativity and 
their mastery of modern editing software. 

Some of the students applied their creative talent 
in making their own masks which look wonderful. 
Others have taken to reconstructing the country 
using non-paint based materials. They also wrote 
small excerpts detailing the various aspect of Italy 
that were most interesting to them  

As part of the school wide topic of exploring the 
world. Harvey and Leon of Fox class have com-
piled an informative presentation about the country 
of Australia.  

Having done quite extensive research on the place 
they have managed to put together a list of facts. Zorn Class 

En Italia 

Zorn class have been looking at the country of Italy. 
As the land famous of many cultural icons, one of 
the most famous of these is the Venetian mask. 

The Facts  

Down Under 

This showed not only the students’ ability to apply 
their existing knowledge of creating a presentation, 
it also showed that they were able to add and ex-
pand their understanding of something they had 
previously known little about. Well done.    



OUR STARS OF THE WEEK! 
Student Award 

Qali For improvement in finding named objects in picture books 

Tuncay For settling well into Victor class and making new friends 

Luke For settling well in Murray class 

Lucas For being very helpful in class 

Harmony For remembering the continents in topic 

Rory For settling into his new class 

Yeabsra For settling well in Simmonds class 

Marshall For working really hard to produce quality creative pieces 
of work 

Matthew For being patient and having a mature approach to every 
situation 

Jamal For feeling more confident in class and speaking out in les-
sons 

David For demonstrating a more independent attitude 

Class Award 

 For attendance 

 For attendance 

   NOTICES! 

 

 Please can parents label all clothing the students bring in. There are so 
many similar looking clothes being brought in that they can be very easily 
confused with another student’s. 

  
 

 Breakfast Club in the mornings is now up and running. Anyone interested in 
joining please leave a message for Mrs Ahmed.    

 


